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Abstract

For a series of samples with 2D electron systems in dilute AlxGa1−xAs, with varying x from

0 to 0.8%, we survey the pinning mode resonances of Wigner solids at the low Landau filling

termination of the fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) series. For all x studied, the pinning

modes are present with frequencies, fpk, that are consistent with collective weak pinning. For

x ≥ 0.22% we find fpk vs B exhibits a rapid increase that is not present for x = 0. We find

the observed fpk is much smaller than values calculated with a simple Wigner solid model which

neglects the effects of the disorder on the charge distribution of a carrier.
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In two-dimensional electron systems (2DES) hosted in GaAs an insulating phase occurs at

the low Landau filling factor (ν) termination of the fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE)1

series. The insulator is understood as a form of Wigner solid2–14, a state of matter composed

of charge carriers arranged to minimize their mutual repulsion while constrained to a fixed

density by charge neutrality. The role of the disorder is crucial in producing the insulating

behavior, since the Wigner solid is necessarily pinned by any disorder.

The spectra of the low ν insulating phases of 2DES exhibit a microwave or rf

resonance6–9,12,13 that is identified as a pinning mode7,9,12–15, in which pieces of the solid

oscillate collectively about their pinned positions. This disorder-induced mode is a powerful

tool for study of solid phases in 2DES, which occur under many conditions14 besides the

low ν insulator. But a detailed understanding of how the solid phase is pinned is lacking.

The frequency, fpk, of the resonance has been qualitatively found to increase with increas-

ing accidental disorder, as roughly characterized by the mobilities of a variety of samples,

but there is no systematic experimental knowledge of the relationship between the disorder

characteristics and the pinning mode, and no microscopic picture of the solid in the presence

of disorder.

This paper presents pinning mode measurements of the low ν insulator in a series of

samples with quantifiable, controlled alloy disorder, produced by using a dilute Al alloy,

AlxGa1−xAs, as the channel in which the 2DES resides. The characteristics of these samples

have been well established in earlier work on these wafers16–20. In particular, study16 of the

mobility vs x has shown that for x ≤ 0.85% the Al is randomly distributed in the channel,

and has allowed modeling the potential around each Al atom as a spherical square well

with known radius and potential-depth parameters. Relevant for high magnetic field (B)

studies, both this radius and the typical Al spacing in three dimensions are much less than

the magnetic length, lB, for all nonzero x that we studied, and for any accessible B. The

samples we studied with x > 0 had ∼ 102 to 103 Al within the typical volume of a carrier.

An important aspect of the disorder in 2DES in high B is its effect on the boundary

between the insulating phase and fractional quantum Hall liquid states. The lowest disorder

n-type 2DES in GaAs are insulating for ν up to the 1/5 FQHE, and also have a narrow

reentrant ν range of insulating phase just above the 1/5 FQHE. Samples of somewhat larger

disorder remain insulating up to the 1/3 FQHE21,22. One explanation of this is that the

pinning energy, which allows the solid to reduce the charge near high points in the impurity
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potential, can stabilize the Wigner solid23 against transition to fractional quantum Hall

liquids. Using samples from some of the same wafers studied in this paper, ref17 describes

how the phase boundary between the insulating phase and fractional quantum Hall liquid

states is shifted to higher ν by dilute Al alloy disorder, and demonstrates the terminal (lowest

ν) FQHE is at 1/3 for x ≥ 0.21%. For the samples of Ref. 17, and in one other case22, a

reentrant range of insulator in a narrow range of ν above the 1/3 FQHE can be present.

We find that the resonance is clearly observable even at the largest x of 0.85%, at which

fpk is increased from its x = 0 value by about one order of magnitude. Considering only the

known densities of the samples, and using a classical shear modulus24 the disorder-enhanced

fpk are consistent with the weak pinning picture25–28, in which the carrier positions are

determined by a tradeoff between the disorder potential and the electron-electron interaction,

and the disorder potential is not completely dominant. In the x > 0 samples fpk increases

rapidly as ν decreases into the insulating phase, in rough agreement with the theories. We

estimate the parameters of the disorder in a simple model that takes a carrier of the lattice

to have the fixed charge distribution of a lowest Landau level orbital. Using these disorder

parameters in weak pinning theories26,28 overestimates the effect of the alloy disorder, and

predicts that pinning resonances, if present at all, would be at much higher frequency than

we observed. This discrepancy could be resolved by the charge distribution at a carrier in

the disordered samples responding in a way that reduces pinning energy.

The form of transmission-line-based6 broadband microwave spectroscopy technique we

use has been described elsewhere14,29. We calculated the real part of diagonal conductivity,

Re(σxx), from the loss on transmission line patterned in metal film directly on the sample

surface, about 180 nm above the 2DES. The transmission is of coplanar waveguide type,

as is shown schematically in Figure 1a. We used a room-temperature transmitter and

receiver to measure the transmitted power, P , and present data calculated from Re(σxx) ≈

−W | ln(P/P0)|/2Z0d where W = 30 µm is the slot width between center line and ground

plane of the coplanar waveguide, P0 is the reference power obtained from an average of

transmitted power at ν = 1 and 2. Z0 = 50 Ω is the characteristic impedance calculated

from the transmission line geometry for σxx = 0, and d is the length of the line (d = 28

mm). The formula is a low loss, high frequency approximation valid to within about 20%,

from comparison with a detailed calculation, like that described in Ref. 29, including the

distributed capacitive coupling and allowing for higher loss and reflection. We estimate the
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2DES temperature to be approximately 50 mK, as read by nearby resistance thermometers.

Slight broadening of the resonance could be discerned on increasing the temperature above

that value. The data are taken in the low microwave power limit, in which further decrease

of power (at all frequencies measured, and at 50 mK) does not affect the measurement.

In the samples we studied the 2DES is confined at a single AlxsGa1−xs
As /AlxGa1−xAs

heterojunction, where x = 0, 0.21, 0.33, 0.4, 0.8 or 0.85% for the layer in which the 2DES

mainly resides, and xs � x is the Al concentration of the spacer layer. Table I shows typical

densities (n) for the microwave measurements, and low temperature mobilities from different

pieces of the same wafers16,30 , scaled31 to the densities shown. The samples were grown

in two series with different characteristics30; series 1 includes x = 0, 0.21, 0.33 and 0.85%

with xs = 30%, and series 2 includes x = 0.4 and 0.8% with xs = 10%. There is other

disorder present in addition to that due to the Al in the channel. This background disorder

arises from the potential from remote ionized donors, alloy disorder in the spacer, interface

roughness and accidental impurities introduced throughout the growth; this background

disorder is what gives rise to the pinning mode in the x = 0 sample. The mobilities in Table

1 clearly show a larger background disorder for series 1; for example the x = 0.4% sample of

series 2 has higher mobility than lower x samples in the series 1. Various densities, n, were

prepared by brief low temperature illumination before the measurements.

x Wafer µ n

(%) Name (106 cm2/V-s) (1010 cm−2)

0 7-30-97-2 2.0 4.6

0.21 8-21-97-2 2.3 5.9

0.33 8-06-97-1 1.7 5.6

0.40 12-03-04-1 2.6 4.9

0.80 12-06-04-1 1.6 4.9

0.85 7-30-97-2 0.72 8.2

TABLE I: Sample parameters, including Al fraction (x) for the layer in which the 2DES mainly

resides, mobility (µ) and areal density n.

Figure 1b shows Re(σxx) vs B at 1, 5 and 8 GHz, for the sample with x = 0.8%. Dips at

ν = 1/3 and 2/5 are clearly visible confirming the finding17 that the alloy disorder does not
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FIG. 1: a) Schematic representation of the microwave circuit used in our measurement, not to

scale. Black areas represent metal films on the sample surface. b) Real diagonal conductivity,

Re(σxx), vs magnetic field, B, for Al fraction x = 0.8%, density n = 6.2 × 1010 cm−2 at three

different frequencies.

inhibit formation of these FQHE states. FQHE features are present for the lower x samples

as well. In the figure there is slight decrease of n, of about 3% as B increases to 8 T, and

the ν marked on the figure are taken from the 1/3 FQHE minimum. ν is calculated from

that minimum for all data presented in this paper. As ν goes below 1/3, the 5 and 8 GHz

traces increase markedly owing to the onset of the pinning resonance. Reference 17 reported

a reentrant insulating phase for ν between the 1/3 and 2/5 FQHE’s for an Al alloyed sample

with x = 0.85% and much larger n; the data in Figure 1b show no sign of a resonance in

that ν range.

Figure 2 shows spectra taken at many ν for the samples with x = 0, 0.21, 0.4 and 0.8%.

For x = 0, at n = 4.6 × 1010 cm−2, the resonance emerges as ν is decreased below 1/3,

growing sharper and developing large peak conductivity as ν is decreased further. The

resonance appears superposed on a smaller, decreasing smooth background, which is an

artifact of the normalization power P0. P0, an average of measurements taken at integer
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FIG. 2: Spectra, real diagonal conductivity Re(σxx) vs frequency, f , offset vertically for successively

lower Landau fillings, ν. ν for heavy (red online) lines is marked on graphs. Tick marks on the

vertical axes are separated by 10 µS. a) Al fraction x = 0, density n = 4.6× 1010 cm−2. Successive

traces were taken at ν decremented by ∆ν = 0.0065, b) x = 0.21%, n = 8.0 × 1010 cm−2,

∆ν = 0.0058. c) x = 0.40%, n = 6.7 × 1010 cm−2, ∆ν = 0.029. d) x = 0.80%, n = 6.2 × 1010

cm−2, ∆ν = 0.0137.

ν, had a component that decreased with f , which we ascribe to parallel conduction. The

background has no significance for our results.

A resonance is clearly present for the samples with x > 0, as shown in Figure 2b, c and

d. As in the x = 0 sample of Figure 2a, the resonance develops as ν is decreased below 1/3.

For all the samples with x > 0, the resonance frequency shifts upwards as ν decreases.

Figure 3a shows fpk vs ν for all the samples. fpk for x = 0 can be regarded as a

background, and is much smaller than the fpk for other curves, except where the resonance

is quite weak, near the low-ν edge of the 1/3 FQHE. This means that for the well-developed

resonances with x > 0, the Al dilute alloy is the main contribution to the pinning frequency.

For 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.4% there is little variation in fpk vs ν for the several n values presented.

However, on increasing x to 0.8% there is again a definite increase in fpk. The relatively

small change of fpk between x = 0.2 and 0.4% may be explainable by background disorder,

contributed by other sources than the deliberately introduced Al. Except for the 0.21 and
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FIG. 3: a) Resonance peak frequency, fpk, vs Landau filling, ν, for various Al alloy fractions x

and densities n, as marked in the legend. Thin curve is fpk = 0.19/ν2. b) Number of carriers per

domain vs ν, symbols same as in a.

0.33% samples of series 1, whose resonance frequencies are close together, fpk at any ν

increases with x within each series.

In the collective pinning case, the solid deformation occurs over a large enough length

that deformation energy can be calculated from the shear modulus µs. Theories25–28 for the

collective pinning case connect a correlation length of the crystalline order to fpk independent

of other characteristics of the disorder, as L = (µsπ/2neBfpk)
1/2.For collective pinning to

apply, nL2 � 1 is required. As a rough estimate we take µs to be the classical value for

point particles in a triangular lattice24 µcl = 0.245e2/4πεε0n
3/2. Calculations3,4,32 that take

quantum effects into account using the composite fermion picture give values of µs that are

about 30% larger than µcl for the relevant range of ν. Figure 3b shows the the number of
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carriers per domain (nL2) vs ν, with L calculated in this way using µcl(n). Particularly for

larger ν, including conditions under which the resonance is well developed, the collective

pinning condition nL2 � 1 is satisfied.

A semiclassical picture26–28 was developed to explain high magnetic field Wigner solid

pinning in weak disorder with correlation length smaller than lB. In the semiclassical model

the carrier guiding centers move in an “effective potential” that results from convolving the

true impurity potential with the charge distribution “form factor” of a carrier. Using the

notation of Ref. 28, the true impurity potential is characterized by its correlation length ξ

and its variance C(0). The charge distribution of each carrier is taken from single particle

lowest Landau level orbitals in symmetric gauge, a Gaussian of characteristic radius lB. In

the case ξ � lB, which would holds true for the Al alloyed samples considered here, the

effective potential (resulting from the convolution) has correlation length lB and variance

C(0)ξ2/l2B. Minimizing the total of deformation and pinning energies gives

L =
µsl

3
B(2π)1/2

n1/2ξC(0)1/2
, fpk =

C0ξ
2

4eBµsl6B
. (1)

.

The theories26,28 predict that fpk ∝ ν−2 for collective pinning with the ξ � lB. A curve

of fpk ∝ ν−2 is superposed on the data in Figure 3a. While the data are clearly not a

fit to fpk ∝ ν−2, the relation roughly describes the extent of the change of fpk over the

experimental range of ν. The discrepancy between the data and fpk ∝ ν−2 may be due to

an increase µs as ν decreases. Such variation of µs vs ν has been predicted3,32, using theory

based on composite fermion Wigner solids. The change of fpk with ν in Figure 3a is in

contrast with the essentially flat fpk vs ν for x = 0, and is an effect of the alloy disorder.

In other work, moderate mobility samples without deliberately induced disorder12,13,33 have

fpk vs ν−1 increasing sublinearly as ν enters the insulating phase or exhibiting a shallow

maximum12.

It is of interest to try to apply the known parameters of the alloy disorder potential to

the semiclassical weak pinning calculations. In this picture, the energy due to each Al in

contact with the carrier is EAl = vAlE/2πl2Bz0, where vAl = 6.16× 10−29m−3, E = 1.3 eV are

the volume and depth of the spherical square well from Ref. 16, and 2πl2Bz0 is an effective

volume of the carrier. Thickness z0 is estimated from the Fang-Howard wave function34 at

the sample density, n. Defining ni3d as the density of the dilute Al, ni3d = x/v0, where v0
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is the unit cell volume of the AlxGa1−xAs, there are an average of NAl = 2πl2Bz0ni3d Al per

carrier. NAl ≈ 103 and total pinning energy per carrier due to Al is EAlNAl/kB ≈ 140 K.

With randomly distributed Al, the variance, V 2
L , of the pinning energy of a domain (area

L2) is E2
AlNAlnL

2. Energy is minimized by setting VL = µsδ
2, where δ is the displacement

required to randomize the carrier pinning energy. Taking δ = lB obtains equations (1) for

L and fpk with C(0)ξ2 substituted by E2vAl
2ni3d/z0.

The results of this calculation, however, are not consistent with the observation of a

microwave-range resonance in the x > 0 samples. The calculated fpk is about three orders

of magnitude too large for any of the resonances shown in this paper, and the calculated L

would be much less than lB. The pinning energy per Landau orbital carrier is about half the

cyclotron energy for the largest x of 0.8% and B = 14 T. It is possible that the carrier wave

function is affected by disorder, so that the Landau orbital is a poor approximation. With

random short-range disorder a more spread-out charge distribution would produce weaker

pinning. In equations 1 this larger effective carrier size could be modeled by substituting lB

with a larger length. Correlations between carriers, such those incorporated in the composite

fermion picture3 are also likely to be of importance. A more complete picture of a disorder

pinned state including correlations was considered by Yannouleas and Landmann35. They

found that larger disorder produces pinned charge-density-wave-like states with reduced

charge modulation amplitude, compared with that of Wigner crystals in the low disorder

case.

In summary, we have found well-developed microwave resonances in 2DES hosted in

dilute AlxGa1−xAs, in the solid at the low ν termination of the FQHE series, for x up to

0.8%. Relative to the x = 0 case, the Al significantly increases fpk and also causes a much

stronger increase of fpk as ν decreases into the range of the solid phase. Semiclassical theory

for the case of weak disorder, in which a carrier is taken as having a lowest Landau level

single-particle form, is not adequate to explain the observation of the pinning modes in the

Al alloyed samples.
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